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In a statement released Feb. 1, the Finance Ministry announced that Brazil had agreed to pay $350
million to private creditor banks, and that negotiations on an agreement with the International
Monetary Fund would be resumed. Signing of the formal agreement was scheduled for Feb. 2 in
New York at Citibank headquarters. The ministry statement said that the new accord was devised
in an effort to demonstrate Brazil's willingness to continue good relations with the international
financial community. In late December, Brazil paid $1.1 billion on overdue interest payments, and
$360 million on Jan. 11. These payments occurred after creditor banks agreed to lend new money,
far in excess of the amount repaid. In contrast, the payment announced Feb. 1 will derive from the
country's foreign currency reserves, covering part of the $850 to $900 million in interest due for
January 1988. The statement indicated that Brasilia plans to make additional interest payments
as talks proceed on a new program to restructure the country's foreign debt, and receive new
monies. Ministry employees told AP in Brasilia said government officials hoped the agreement
could effectively be extended throughout 1988 and 1989. They also pointed out that it was hoped
the conciliatory move would lead to a suspension by the US of trade sanctions imposed on Brazilian
exports. A Ministry source who requested anonymity told AP that although foreign debt payment
arrangements and US trade sanctions are formally separate issues, "[I]n reality, the two are
linked. It would be embarrasing for the US to impose sanctions now." In December, the Reagan
administration announced that it was considering the imposition of trade sanctions in the near
future that would affect Brazilian exports valued at $105 million per annum. The potential sanctions
were devised as a response to Brazil's policy of reserving the domestic informatics market for
national manufacturers. The Ministry official said that for the first time direct channels have been
opened between Brazilian Finance Minister Mailson da Nobrega and US Treasury Secretary James
Baker. The source added that the gesture of reconciliation toward the banks would facilitate the debt
negotiation process, as well as preempting the trade sanctions. Another high-level Ministry official
told AP that the US sanctions would produce political instability, and an increase anti-American
sentiments and nationalism. These political consequences, he added, would be disastrous for Brazil
and the US. Brazil, the Third World's largest debtor nation, declared a moratorium on interest
payments to private bank creditors in February last year. After 10 months of moratorium, the
government agreed to pay a portion of its overdue interest while negotiations with bank creditors
continued on debt restructuring and the receipt of new loans. Finance Minister Nobrega has insisted
that the country resume negotiations with the IMF on reaching an agreement on domestic economic
policies. In 1985, Brazil cut off relations with the Fund, arguing that its policies either initiated or
deepened economic recession. Creditor banks have requested that Brazil enter into an agreement
with the IMF as the first step toward medium-term debt restructuring. In addition to an attempt
to influence Washington on trade sanctions, Brazil's change in attitude on the debt issue was the
outcome of several other which may have cost it more than interest savings. For instance, many
banks reduced short-term credit lines needed by Brazil to finance imports and exports. Others
continued such credit lines, but only after significant increases in charges. Some governments
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have expressed reluctance to provide financial assistance to Brazil while it refused to pay interest
on its bank debt. Consequently, Brasilia was forced to make net payments of principal to those
governments rather than obtain new monies. Next, Brazil has recently repaid $1.1 billion in principal
to the IMF and did not receive the amount of money requested from the World Bank. (Basic data
from AP, 02/01/88; New York Times, 01/02/88)
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